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KEY	MESSAGES	

DIGITALEUROPE	welcomes	the	Digital	Single	Market	(DSM)	strategy	of	the	European	Commission,	as	digitisation	
offers	various	new	possibilities	to	the	consumer.	Unfortunately,	the	digitisation	of	terrestrial	radio	is	not	explicitly	
mentioned	within	the	DSM	programme.	Whereas	most	broadcasting	infrastructures	have	already	become	digital	
across	Europe,	the	digitisation	of	terrestrial	radio	still	is	rather	nascent.		

Benefits	for	the	consumer	

Digitisation	offers	clear	benefits	to	the	consumer:	freedom	of	choice	across	a	greater	variety	of	services,	user	
friendliness	and	better	audio	quality,	with	a	wider	reach	and	reliability	even	while	on	the	move.	Digital	radio	also	
offers	 new	 services	 which	 are	 not	 available	 with	 analogue	 and	 is	 able	 to	 provide	 additional	 text	 or	 visual	
information:	for	example,	detailed	traffic	information	as	defined	by	the	Transport	Protocol	Experts	Group.	

Digital	Radio	is	spectrum	and	cost	efficient	

Considering	 that	 spectrum	 is	 a	 scarce	 resource	 and	 that	 the	 transmission	 of	 digital	 radio	 is	 more	 spectrum	
efficient	compared	to	analogue	radio,	the	spectrum	assigned	to	digital	radio	broadcast	(Band	III,	channel	5	-	13)	
should	 be	 continuously	 guaranteed	 in	 the	 forthcoming	 discussions	 on	 radio	 spectrum	 management.	 Low	
transmission	costs	and	spectrum	efficiency	allow	a	greater	variety	of	programmes.	The	transition	to	one	digital	
network	will	also	generate	energy	efficiency	gains	in	terms	of	required	broadcasting	and	transmission	energy.	

Status	quo	in	European	countries	

Digital	terrestrial	radio	is	a	fast-growing	sector	within	the	EU:	Over	11	Million	DAB/DAB+	receivers	have	been	sold	
in	Denmark,	Germany,	 Italy,	 France	 and	 the	Netherlands	 up	 to	Q4	 2016.1	 Road	 coverage	 ranges	 are	 already	
between	95%-98%	in	the	Netherlands,	Germany	and	Denmark		

Denmark,	 Belgium	 and	 the	Netherlands	 are	 currently	working	 on	 a	migration	 from	 analogue	 to	 digital	 radio	
broadcasting.2	Stakeholders	 in	Germany	have	recently	confirmed	support	 for	a	digital	 radio	action	plan	which	
includes	mandating	 of	 at	 least	 one	 digital	 interface	 in	 radio	 receivers	 to	 support	market	 growth.	 The	 Czech	

                                                
1	Source:	WorldDAB		“DAB+/	DAB	Digital	Radio	-	Europe	and	Asia	Pacific	(Q4	2016)“	–	See:	
https://www.worlddab.org/public_document/file/869/WorldDAB_Infographic_Q4_2016_FINAL_web.pdf		
2	Norway	has	already	begun	with	an	FM	switch-off,	while	it	is	scheduled	to	start	2020	in	Switzerland.	Digital	radio	support	is	
continuously	increasing	in	the	United	Kingdom,	maintaining	its	position	as	leading	digital	radio	market.	
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Republic,	France,	Italy,	Poland	and	Slovenia	have	expanded	regular	digital	radio	broadcast,	while	other	European	
countries	are	 running	 trials.	Device	manufacturers	provide	a	wide	 range	of	digital	broadcasts	and	also	hybrid	
receivers	-	the	variety	of	devices	is	continuously	growing.	

Harmonized	terrestrial	Digital	Radio	experience	across	Europe	essential		

Despite	the	recent	growth	of	digital	radio,	the	pace	of	the	different	Member	States	in	respect	to	migration	to	
digital	radio	is	uneven	and	as	a	result,	the	European	Digital	Single	Market	is	suffering	fragmentation,	highlighting	
the	need	for	a	coordinated	European	solution.	We	therefore	very	much	welcome	the	high-level	roundtable	on	
digital	radio	broadcasting	initiated	by	Commissioner	Oettinger	in	his	former	role.	

DIGITALEUROPE	would	consider	supporting	a	proposal	to	introduce	a	European	Regulation,	which	would	require	
new	radio	receivers	to	be	capable	of	receiving	both	analogue	in	Band	II	and	digital	transmissions	in	Band	III	or	via	
IP	(fixed	or	mobile),	insofar	that	these	provisions	are	proportionate	and	avoid	market	fragmentation.	

Therefore	DIGITALEUROPE	calls	on	policy-makers:	

• To	avoid	fragmentation	within	the	different	countries,	a	European	strategy	for	the	digitization	of	radio	is	
needed.	We	support	herein	a	high-level	roundtable	on	digital	radio	by	the	Commission.	
	

• To	focus	on	the	digitization	of	terrestrial	radio	on	the	European	level	and	to	include	digital	radio	within	
the	Digital	Agenda.	With	a	view	to	a	switch-over,	a	scenario	with	gradual	phases	could	be	developed.		
	

• To	encourage	all	the	stakeholders	to	agree	on	a	European	base	receiver	specification.	
	

• To	 maintain	 and	 guarantee	 the	 allocated	 spectrum	 in	 Band	 III	 for	 Digital	 Radio	 broadcast	 in	 the	
forthcoming	discussions	on	radio	spectrum	management.	
	

• To	take	the	interests	of	all	involved	stakeholders	into	account.	With	a	view	to	devices,	a	timeframe	of	1.5	
–	2	years	is	needed	to	shift	complete	radio	receiver	line-ups	to	devices	supporting	digital	radio.	
	

• To	make	 any	 potential	 regulation	 proportionate	 and	 to	 take	 a	 single	market	 approach,	 encouraging	
market-driven	economies	of	scale	for	product	development.	In	respect	to	receivers,	the	focus	should	be	
on	devices	with	the	main	function	of	radio	broadcast	reception	only.	Digital	radio	receivers	have	to	be	
able	to	find	multiple	and	attractive	terrestrial	digital	radio	services,	so	particular	attention	has	to	be	put	
on	synchronizing	availability	of	services	(with	decent	coverage)	and	devices.		
	

• To	accompany	these	actions	with	an	information	campaign	towards	the	consumer:	taking	into	account	
the	 experience	 of	 other	 changes	 in	 technology,	 e.g.	 the	 switch-over	 from	 DTTV	 to	 DTTV2	 in	 some	
countries,	a	comprehensive	communication	is	of	utmost	importance.	Voluntary	initiatives	similar	to	the	
Digital	Tick	Mark	can	be	supported	in	this	regard	for	effective	consumer	communication.3		

                                                
3	See:	http://www.getdigitalradio.com/industry/what-is-the-tick-mark/		
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-- 
For	more	information	please	contact:		
Jochen	Mistiaen,	DIGITALEUROPE’s	Policy	Manager	
+32	2	609	53	37	or	jochen.mistiaen@digitaleurope.org			
	

ABOUT	DIGITALEUROPE		
DIGITALEUROPE	represents	the	digital	technology	industry	in	Europe.	Our	members	include	some	of	the	world's	largest	IT,	
telecoms	and	consumer	electronics	companies	and	national	associations	from	every	part	of	Europe.	DIGITALEUROPE	wants	
European	businesses	and	citizens	to	benefit	fully	from	digital	technologies	and	for	Europe	to	grow,	attract	and	sustain	the	
world's	best	digital	technology	companies.	

	
DIGITALEUROPE	ensures	 industry	participation	 in	the	development	and	 implementation	of	EU	policies.	DIGITALEUROPE’s	
members	 include	 62	 corporate	members	 and	 37	 national	 trade	 associations	 from	 across	 Europe.	Our	website	 provides	
further	information	on	our	recent	news	and	activities:	http://www.digitaleurope.org			

DIGITALEUROPE	MEMBERSHIP	

Corporate	Members		

Airbus,	Amazon	Web	Services,	AMD,	Apple,	BlackBerry,	Bose,	Brother,	CA	Technologies,	Canon,	Cisco,	Dell,	Dropbox,	Epson,	
Ericsson,	Fujitsu,	Google,	Hewlett	Packard	Enterprise,	Hitachi,	HP	Inc.,	Huawei,	IBM,	Intel,	iQor,	JVC	Kenwood	Group,	Konica	
Minolta,	Kyocera,	Lenovo,	Lexmark,	LG	Electronics,	Loewe,	Microsoft,	Mitsubishi	Electric	Europe,	Motorola	Solutions,	NEC,	
Nokia,	Nvidia	Ltd.,	Océ,	Oki,	Oracle,	Panasonic	Europe,	Philips,	Pioneer,	Qualcomm,	Ricoh	Europe	PLC,	Samsung,	SAP,	SAS,	
Schneider	 Electric,	 Sharp	 Electronics,	 Siemens,	 Sony,	 Swatch	Group,	 Technicolor,	 Texas	 Instruments,	 Toshiba,	 TP	 Vision,	
VMware,	Western	Digital,	Xerox,	Zebra	Technologies.	

National	Trade	Associations		

Austria:	IOÖ	
Belarus:	INFOPARK	
Belgium:	AGORIA	
Bulgaria:	BAIT	
Cyprus:	CITEA	
Denmark:	DI	Digital,	IT-BRANCHEN	
Estonia:	ITL	
Finland:	TIF	
France:	AFNUM,	Force	Numérique,	
Tech	in	France		

Germany:	BITKOM,	ZVEI	
Greece:	SEPE	
Hungary:	IVSZ	
Ireland:	TECHNOLOGY	IRELAND	
Italy:	ANITEC	
Lithuania:	INFOBALT	
Netherlands:	Nederland	ICT,	FIAR		
Poland:	KIGEIT,	PIIT,	ZIPSEE	
Portugal:	AGEFE	
Romania:	ANIS,	APDETIC	

Slovakia:	ITAS	
Slovenia:	GZS	
Spain:	AMETIC	
Sweden:	Foreningen	
Teknikföretagen	i	Sverige,	
IT&Telekomföretagen	
Switzerland:	SWICO	
Turkey:	Digital	Turkey	Platform,	ECID	
Ukraine:	IT	UKRAINE	
United	Kingdom:	techUK			

	


